
 

Team PHOENIX Homework  
Date - Wednesday, March 7, 2018 

 
    ABSENTEES need to check mailbox for all handouts and be sure that they are glued into the 

appropriate notebook to be prepared for  returning to classes. You are responsible to TURN IN 

all missed work one day, plus one additional day, after your absence.  If you are absent 3 days, 

everything is due on day 4. 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Announcement:  No Uniforms on Thursday, March 8 Students are allowed to wear appropriate 
casual clothing.  Spring Photos will be taken of those who are ordering a packet only. 

Writing:  Students completed and discussed “Writing a Conclusion: U.S. Census.”  This should 
be pasted in Sentences & Paragraphs section of the WNB.  We then continued note taking in 
the Informative section for the 5 Paragraph Expository Essay. 

 HW: No Red Ink: Commas Due Wednesday.  Quiz on FANBOYS Friday. 

Reading: Worked on pages 180,181,182. Quiz on the major gods and goddesses will be 
changed to later this week.  

HW:  Read and annotate page 181. Answer question on page 182  

Math: Today students reviewed mean, median,mode, range and spread in our warm up. Then 
we reviewed last night’s homework with an emphasis on writing the expression by substituting 
the given numbers. 

HW: Period 2 only 20 minutes on Edmentum Math All other classes do pag 280 - work must be 
shown in skinny or on lined paper. 

  Math reflection: All students need to select a piece of math work from MP-3 to match with one 
of the IB Learner Profiles.  This reflection and artifact are due to Mrs. C on Friday, March 9 - 
either typed or written on lined paper. 

Science: Today, students collected data and began to analyze their experiment on 
mass/acceleration.  UPCOMING: Science Fair testing day- Wednesday, March 14th. ONLY for 
those using human subjects. See Mrs. Maggioli before Friday with your plan. 

HW: Make sure your science fair binder is organized for next week’s spot check. 

Science Fair: Next step: All Data (for each trial) is due in a data table by March 27th. 

Social Studies: Today, we learned about the first Olympic games held in ancient Greece. 

HW: Writing: How do the modern Olympic games differ from the Olympic games held in ancient 
Greece? Six-sentence paragraph needed. 

PORTFOLIO: Graph of MP3 Interim Grades.  Be sure to connect your points from one “reporting period” 
to another. If absent, you can take your graph home and return it to your homeroom teacher to get this 
accomplished.  


